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Overview

Radom Network appreciates that innovation and 

progress are taking place in a context marked 

by the datafication of the world. To understand 

a firm’s management of ESG issues, for 

example, companies are increasingly analyzed 

by consumers and rated by investors through 

a number of metrics1. In terms of responsible 

investing, a recent study found that 29 percent 

of companies now include various ESG metrics 

in their incentive plans. 

Besides, the rapid evolution of technological 

change and the challenges that data 

management brings about, creates new 

risks and opportunities for companies. In 

consequence, data stewardship considerations 

must be of integral importance for long-term, 

durable growth. Radom Network therefore 

asserts that environmental, social, governance 

and data stewardship (ESG&D) considerations 

are fundamental to the purpose of companies, 

that is sustainable value creation. 

 

Radom Network holds that whether it be 

because of investor scrutiny, good will or 

otherwise, companies must consider ESG&D 

policies and frameworks to ensure sustainable 

success and durable economic growth. Indeed, 

companies with better records outperform 

those with lower thresholds2 in several ways. 

Executive Summary

Radom Network is committed to carrying out its business in a sustainable, accountable and 

ethical manner across the board. In support of this aim, Radom Network evaluates its business 

and its products against Environmental, Social and Governance & Data Stewardship (ESG&D) 

factors. The aim of this Strategy is to illustrate how Radom Network spurs and incorporates 

ESG&D efforts while enhancing both responsible value creation and value preservation for  

its partners.    

First, firms need sustainable business models 

to articulate their purpose and societal 

impacts so as to live up to governmental 

standards, customer preferences and business 

and investor metrics. Besides, efficiencies 

may be spurred as resources are deployed 

more optimally. Finally, when carrying out a 

purposeful activity, businesses can arguably 

attract better talent and raise productivity due 

to employee engagement.  

 

Many tech companies struggle to link their 

growth strategy with a wider societal purpose3. 

Radom Network, on the other hand, ‘walks the 

talk’ by intrinsically linking accountability and 

innovation with progress and sustainability. 

Fundamentally, Radom Network enables 

increased data stewardship and a sustainable 

data economy while enhancing the other 

ESG pillars. As such, Radom Network aims to 

shape Web 3.0 – and ultimately, the world – in a 

responsible way. 

Radom Network holds that all ESG&D factors 

are essential for the optimal allocation of 

corporate resources. Clearly, ESG&D issues 

are material to companies in every sector as 

they are tightly linked to the fundamental 

purpose of companies, that is value creation 

1 KPMG (2020). The ESG Imperative for Technology Companies, p. 1
2 McKinsey & Company (2022). The Role of ESG and Purpose,  P. 3
3 Infra 1, pp. 1-2
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and preservation. Failure to effectively 

manage specific ESG&D risks can result in a 

combination of hazards, including regulatory 

risks and risks to reputation. For instance, 

the immediate and long-term reputational 

damage resulting from a data breach or 

from environmental non-compliance can be 

substantial. 

Moreover, systemic risks, in particular 

technological disruption and climate change, 

can also result in serious transition risks for 

companies in certain industries and may 

threaten their long-term viability4. 

Radom Network holds that setting ESG&D 

commitments as a North Star thus means 

embedding purpose in one’s capital allocation; 

both for the company’s sake and for the 

common good. 

Radom Network: Enabling and 
Incorporating ESG&D

Radom Network’s blockchain infrastructure 

can improve current business processes and 

systems by acting as an ESG&D enabler5. Radom 

Network’s potential for integration with other 

digital technologies including the Internet of 

Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence (AI) could 

have profound multiplication impacts across 

the value chain. The core properties of Radom’s 

solution can improve technological integration 

and efficiency while allowing for the possibility 

to create new business models. 

Crucially, the core competencies of Radom’s 

blockchain infrastructure (transparency, data-

auditability, privacy, value transfer, process 

efficiency and automation) can be leveraged to 

drive the systemic, preserving evolution that 

• Ensuring that Radom Network is   
 resilient,  effectively ‘walking the talk’ 

• Delivering products to be ESG&D   
 responsible by design  

• Developing innovative solutions and   
 identifying new research opportunities 

• Ensuring an ESG&D feedback loop to  
 enable continuous improvement

Generally, Radom’s ESG&D vision is 

enhanced through:

4 As such, these risks are just as crucial to the maintenance of trust 

as other governance issues, such as ethics, transparency and board 

independence. 
5 The next sections elaborate on how Radom Network incorporates 

and spurs the various ESG&D aspects. 

  

businesses need. Moreover, Radom Network 

enables intangible assets such as data access 

rights and cryptocurrencies, to be exchanged via 

the trusted ledger, spurring firms’ value creation.

 

By committing to The Golden Rule, Radom 

Network seeks to be recognized as a responsible 

and emerging leader in the blockchain industry 

and beyond. 
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In terms of Radom’s corporate activities more 

specifically, ESG&D goals include:6  

• Minimise the impact of business activities 

• Produce an infrastructure that   
 complements and enhances the   
 environment  

• Prioritise investment opportunities where  
 long-term value can be added 
 
• Continue a culture of giving back, including  
 through the Radom Network Grant Program 

• Encourage inclusion, diversity and   
 professional learning across all aspects of  
 the business 

• Provide a blockchain infrastructure that  
 enhances progress to leave a lasting   
 positive legacy 

• Run the business and the blockchain   
 protocol in an accountable, transparent and  
 equitable way  

• Communicate Radom’s policies and   
 strategy to partners, customers and   
 investors  

• Create appropriate levels of monitoring  
 and disclosure to portray Radom’s   
 persistent approach 

• Construct an ethical and sustainable   
 backbone for the data-economy

By developing innovative solutions, Radom 

Network seeks to empower its partners and 

customers in making ESG&D holistic value 

creation and value preservation key aspects of 

the products and services they provide. 

6  Radom Network’s corporate activities are defined as those relating 

directly to our headquarters office, staff and business operations. 

7   The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals are 

commonly referred to as a framework for achieving environmental, 

social and governance goals and outcomes. Radom Network does 

not undertake explicit measurement or reporting against these 

goals as of yet. Nevertheless, Radom’s wider approach, policies and 

more detailed ESG&D objectives all underpin its support for this 

international framework. Indeed, key goals that are most directly 

relevant to our business and infrastructure can be found in the 

Annex. 

Enhancing Environmental Analysis 
and Sustainability 

Environmental criteria consider how a company 

acts in its role as a caretaker of nature.  As 

mentioned, the operators of devices and 

networks upon which the Radom infrastructure 

can be deployed are increasingly reporting 

on environmental matters. Broadly, Radom 

Network can bring visibility to alignment with 

environmental goals by enabling clients and 

partners to analyse data on one’s own network 

through the data-visualization dashboard. 

Specifically, the Radom Platform can be used 

to standardise data, assess the performance of 

devices and assets and to enhance compliance 

with ESG&D metrics or with other ends7, de facto 

facilitating greater access to analytics data in a 

responsible manner.

Indeed, integrating devices and networks with 

Radom’s infrastructure, and/or linking data 

and assets through Radom with businesses’ 

(AI) data-analytics tools means that insight into 

data may be optimized. Since data streams can 

be secured and authenticated through Radom’s 

P2P-encryption standard and through the 

immutability of the blockchain ledger, Radom 

can help companies generate reliable (ESG&D) 

reports that demonstrate their credentials. 
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8  Specifically in terms of  load balancers and service discovery tools.
9  That is, Amazon.com Inc., Microsoft Corp., Alphabet Inc. and Alibaba 

Group Holding Ltd. According to, “Gartner Says Worldwide IaaS Public 

Cloud Services Market Grew 40.7% in 2020.” Gartner, June 28, 2021. See: 

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-06-28-

gartner-says-worldwide-iaas-public-cloud-services-market-grew-40-

7-percent-in-2020 (last retrieved Jan. 2022). 
10  Deloitte Insights (2022). The Future of Cloud-Enabled Work 

Infrastructure, p. 3
11  MSCI (2021). ESG Trends to Watch in 2022, p. 7
12  Servers, networking equipment, cooling equipment for data 

centers and so on. 
13  Companies like Lenovo Ltd., The Hewlett Packard Co., Intel Corp. 

and Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., infra 10.
14 De facto this shall ultimately mean that Radom Network can 

financially incentivise nodes, allowing the platform to scale 

autonomously while the infrastructure operates as a completely 

public, secure and democratic service.
15  Essentially, roll-ups work by queueing transactions and reporting 

the final state of addresses every seven days to the mainnet. By only 

reporting the finalized state, it decreases the need for using energy 

resources.
16  International Monetary Fund (2022). Blockchain Consensus 

Mechanisms: A Primer for Supervisors, p. 9

Aurora. Crucially, roll-ups are more energy 

efficient by removing the need to report every 

transaction made15. 

Indeed, depending on network architecture 

and choice of protocols, blockchains can be 

deployed in more or less energy-efficient ways. 

For instance, while blockchain can offer ESG&D 

advantages, certain governance models16 may 

require high levels of energy consumption 

resulting in increased carbon emissions. 

Importantly, Radom Network’s Proof of Stake 

(PoS) model is perfectly aligned with the newly 

introduced article 3a of MiCA (Regulation of 

Markets in Crypto-Assets)17, relating directly 

to the environmental sustainability of virtual 

assets. Radom’s PoS model also incorporates 

environmental responsibility by design as 

it does not require energy-intensive mining 

operations18.

 Once network assets are provisioned to 

Radom’s blockchain, ongoing requests to the 

Deploying Radom for service discovery and 

remote configuration means sending ripple 

effects through one’s corporate supply chain 

since Radom’s ‘Blockchain as a Service’ is an 

alternative to traditional cloud solutions. Radom 

arguably removes both ongoing infrastructural 

costs and environmental externalities of 

traditional distributed network infrastructure 

solutions8. 

Crucially, the well-known cloud-services 

providers own currently 75 percent of the cloud 

market9, while cloud adoption is still growing 

rapidly10. If these companies were to go net-

zero, the upstream value-chain’s emissions 

would be reduced and about 0.5 percent of total 

global emissions would be diminished11, which 

is highly significant in terms of downsizing 

negative environmental impacts. Most of these 

firms’ emissions come from their facilities 

and high-tech equipment12, all the while most 

large suppliers of technology hardware and 

semiconductors13 still have to commit to a net-

zero target. 

In contrast, Radom Network provides a 

fully-managed solution for cloud servers 

and is currently developing a decentralised 

implementation of its blockchain solution14. 

Indeed, Radom’s infrastructure layer is provided 

through data stored within public blockchain 

ledgers. 

Looking to scale, Radom is continuously 

exploring new avenues to deploy its multi-chain 

blockchain solution in a sustainable manner. 

As such, Radom Network is currently present on 

the Ethereum Foundation’s public blockchain, 

yet also on several Layer-2 partner networks, 

including Optimistic roll-up style networks such 

as Metis, Arbitrum and Optimism, as well as IoT 

specific blockchain IoTeX and NEAR Foundation’s 
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17 It states specifically that virtual assets issued, offered or 

admitted to trading in the European Union must meet a specified 

environmental sustainability criterion. Where a virtual asset relies 

on an environmentally unsustainable consensus mechanism, it 

may only operate at a small scale. Radom Network’s token (DOM), 

relies on the PoS mechanism, allowing token-holders to operate 

indexing nodes to generate returns on their holdings or their ‘stake’, 

ultimately enhancing both long-term business sustainability while 

mitigating environmental externalities. Significant in this light is 

that DOM will provide a cheaper alternative to the cost of fees when 

creating new assets on-chain, adding an incentive to choose this 

environmentally durable alternative over other tokens that may be 

less sustainable.
18 Infra 15, p. 10
19 Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, 

A/70/L.1 (25 September 2015)
20 The UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are contained 

in a 2015 General Assembly Resolution, in the form of 17 Goals with 

169 associated specific targets. The goals envision ‘a world where 

physical, mental and social well-being are assured’, (infra 18, p. 7)
21 As opposed to utilising traditional cloud provides for a service 

registry and for pulling service or device discovery data from said 

registry.

Spurring Social Responsibility 

Emerging technologies pose big opportunities 

for individuals, societies and institutions 

as they offer broad-ranging positive socio-

economic impacts. The use of blockchain 

to enable economic growth and financial 

inclusion and to mitigate inequality are well-

documented. Radom’s infrastructural network 

solution utilising blockchain can be deployed 

as a means for achieving various Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs)19 20  and other societal 

objectives. Radom can be of integral importance 

to spurring social goals in collaboration with 

either governments or commercial partners. 

Fundamentally, by deploying a secure 

blockchain infrastructure, Radom Network can 

enable partners to have access to better quality 

data so to make better informed (governance) 

decisions that enhance the social good and/or 

spur value creation.

Fundamentally, Radom supports a diverse 

and global set of businesses as anyone can 

ledger can be made for the lifetime of the device 

through the PoS network. Specifically, Radom 

nodes that operate within the PoS network, serve 

requests from cloud servers and devices that 

require information about each other or their 

system configuration. 

Truly competitive, Radom provides service 

discovery at a lower cost than cloud competitors 

due to the deployment of blockchain technology, 

taking back market share while mitigating 

environmental impacts. The role of Radom’s 

blockchain infrastructure in the context of 

sustainability thus goes beyond enabling secure 

environmental data collection, monitoring and 

reporting.

participate as a node provider as opposed to 

utilising traditional cloud providers21. Deploying 

Radom Network thus means impacting 

one’s supply chain directly while the world is 

opened up to the inclusive opportunities that 

blockchain offers. Besides, Radom Network 

also uniquely unlocks new revenue streams 

for both individuals and organizations by 

providing a monetisation platform through the 

facilitation of data access leasing on-chain. 

As approved third parties may obtain access 

rights to live and historical data through data 

leasing, commercial buyers and sellers are 

brought together to monetize data streams. 

That incentivised data marketplace ultimately 

creates new value for society. 

As regards individuals, Radom believes that 

people should always be able to have access to 

and control over their data. Today, giving consent 

to data sharing has become a formality, rather 

than something empowering. When having 

Radom Network deployed, people are free to 

authorize and deny access to their data, so that 

individuals and communities can enjoy more 
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22 Aim of these projects is to develop bottom-down initiatives 

and collaborations that facilitate the distribution of blockchain 

knowledge and to enhance Radom awareness around the world in 

order to increase the odds of leaving a lasting positive legacy.  

23  For a comprehensive oversight of current pilots and projects, 

please request the Investor Deck.
24 The SDK provides devices with a set of libraries designed to collect 

transactional data from the distributed ledger in an understandable 

manner. Enhancing accountability, Radom streamlines the 

authentication procedure through a whitelisting step, allowing one 

network’s list of assets to access another network’s assets, provided 

that the payment terms have been met. Simply put, Radom’s SDK 

ultimately allows devices to operate on the blockchain in a fair and 

transparent manner. 

 

agency. Moreover, with Radom Network a unique 

revenue-sharing model may unfold in the 

interest of spurring progress even further. For 

instance, part of revenues generated by privately 

owned IoT devices may be redistributed through 

Radom’s infrastructure to individuals who 

authorise access rights to their data. 

Social criteria may also demonstrate how 

the company manages relationships with 

employees, the community and other 

stakeholders. Crucially, Radom Network 

supports inclusion and diversity and its team 

is composed of talented individuals who are 

located all over the world. Indeed, Radom’s team 

is truly decentralized by nature. Besides, Radom 

gives back to the community through the 

Radom Network Ecosystem Grant Program that 

shall be established over the course of 2022.

 The Grant Program shall facilitate financial 

stimuli to innovative blockchain start-ups so 

that those are enabled to continuously develop 

technologies that can change the world for 

the better. Radom Network is also building 

a worldwide grid of individuals and like-

minded (academic) organizations through the 

expanding Radom Network Community and by 

means of the Radom Network Ambassadorship 
22.

Radom Network is convinced that its 

infrastructure can be deployed as a means for 

achieving various societal and developmental 

goals, depending on the specific use case23 at 

stake. 

Accountable Governance Structures 

Besides social and environmental aims, driving 

good governance remains essential. 

First, accountable governance relates to 

Radom’s corporate decision-making which 

can affect the external outcomes and 

implementation of the various environmental 

and social objectives.  Secondly, accountable 

governance can relate to Radom’s protocols 

being accountable and secure. As Radom 

Network creates a digital identity for devices 

and networks, its strong internal governance 

structures de facto augment security and overall 

accountability in the external world. 

Starting with the latter, as mentioned, 

Radom’s decentralized asset management 

portal provides service discovery capabilities, 

the immutability of entries and analytics 

tools. The Radom Platform with its Software 

Development Kit (SDK)24 allows one to provision 

virtual tokenized assets on the blockchain 

that may be linked to the real world. Most 

notably, by implementing data leasing through 

blockchain technology, a series of immutable 

(or unchangeable) entries of all transactions will 

exist within the ledger. 
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25 For more information, request the Radom Network Data Economy and 

Privacy Declaration. 
26 Addressing the issue between the ESG&D Officer and Senior 

Management, ensuring an effective ESG&D feedback loop to enable 

continuous improvement.

 

This historical data can be used for auditing, 

yet it also enhances public confidence since 

the immutability of the entries ensures true 

accountability and transparency. Importantly, 

Radom Network as a multi-chain solution is 

focused exclusively on blockchain ledgers that 

utilise democratic governance to spur true 

decentralisation. 

Poor security measures can result in 

data breaches, financial and reputational 

damage and overall undermining of effective 

corporate governance. Radom’s infrastructure 

enables the securitising of device and server 

communication with point-to-point (P2P) 

encryption tunnels. By creating a record that 

cannot be altered and is encrypted end-to-end, 

Radom Network can help prevent fraud and 

unauthorised activity. Privacy issues25 can also 

be addressed by using ex-ante permissions to 

prevent access to data rights. 

Fundamentally, Radom’s blockchain 

infrastructure as a monetization solution can 

support the creation of a trusted framework 

for transactions between parties who do not 

know each other. Rather than social and legal 

rules and (misplaced) trust facilitating the 

exchange of value, algorithmic rules and smart 

contracts allow for a trustless environment 

where outcomes are achieved if predetermined 

conditions are met. 

In terms of Radom’s corporate governance and 

decisions to work with investors, partners and 

clients, Radom shall give consideration to their 

approaches relating to ESG&D. Where delicacies 

are encountered these will be reviewed26, 

creating a durable feedback loop. Learning over 

time, Radom can continuously refine its ESG&D 

approach so as to inform corporate decision-

making.

Advocating decentralisation and the secure 

democratisation of data, Radom Network thus 

offers an infrastructure that seamlessly spurs 

holistic progress and accountability. 

Rewarding Data Stewardship

Decision-makers — including investors — require 

access to genuine data, so optimizing the 

collection, management and use of such data is 

an increasingly important value creation driver. 

Companies are also accumulating and applying 

a large amount of personal and commercially 

sensitive data via their interaction with 

customers, suppliers, employees and others. Key 

data stewardship priorities for corporate leaders 

include cybersecurity, privacy, data ownership 

and other issues associated with data collection, 

management and use. 

The datafication of the world enriches in terms

of progress and value creation. Companies

are constantly innovating to ensure that 

individualsbenefit from the use of their data 

through better experiences, products and 

services. But datafication also poses new 

challenges for organizations and individuals. 

In a climate of polarization, fragmentation and 

diminished trust, a lapse by a company, such 

as an incident relating to customer data or 
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27 World Economic Forum (2020). Integrated Corporate Governance: A 

Practical Guide to Stakeholder Capitalism for Boards of Directors, pp. 11-12. 

Consider the challenge of avoiding and responding to breaches in 

data privacy, for example. The 2019 Cost of a Data Breach Report (IBM, 

2019), estimated that the immediate and ongoing cost of a data 

breach has risen very significantly (see p. 39 of said report).  
28  The impact for smaller companies may be devastating. For large 

corporations with responsibility for the data of millions of people, 

the financial and reputational costs can be substantial in terms of 

the costs of ongoing lawsuits and regulatory fines.

 

environmental pollution, may escalate into a 

crisis – potentially to the point of threatening a 

firm’s existence27. The loss of trust specifically 

can reverse years of advances in market value 

and threaten a firm’s very perseverance28, 

especially if accompanied by high litigation and 

remediation costs and/or fines and increased 

regulatory oversight.

 

Radom Network incorporates and enhances 

data stewardship due to its very design and 

governance structures. Integrating Radom 

Network with (IoT) devices, AI applications and 

networks would provide the infrastructural 

backbone needed to support an accountable 

data economy. Essentially, deploying Radom 

Network is about bringing clarity to a complex 

and quickly evolving landscape, obtaining trust 

that data is used properly and securely, and 

staying one step ahead of the competition as 

companies can monetize their data streams. 

Considering individuals, Radom believes people 

should understand and control how their data is 

used and should benefit from that data to make 

life richer and easier. For individuals, Radom’s 

deployment means greater understanding, 

security, ownership and, ultimately, the 

opportunity to benefit from the use of the data 

flowing from their devices. Added value could for 

instance be in terms of obtaining a monetary 

reward distributed through the Radom Network.

 

Although there are currently no universal 

guidelines for how organizations should 

ethically and responsibly handle data, business 

leaders ought to recognize the importance 

of building trust through appropriate data 

handling practices and the associated 

correlation to revenue. Deploying Radom 

Network for data leasing means shaping a 

digital economy that affords individuals with 

transparency, control, and even monetary 

rewards, while seamlessly allowing companies 

to manage value preservation and value 

creation. 

Altogether, Radom Network helps ensure that 

data can be leveraged responsibly and securely 

to drive tangible benefits for individuals, 

companies and, ultimately, the common good. 
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Final Remarks

In today’s data-centric, yet decentralized world, 

actions create ripple effects across the board. 

ESG&D considerations may have horizontal and 

vertical impacts as value chains are intertwined, 

technologies are interoperable and relationships 

are interdependent. 

The (in)ability of companies to address issues 

such as sustainability, social responsibility and 

accountable governance impacts their capacity 

to create value, manage risks and preserve 

value. And crucially, the stewardship of data 

as an intangible, yet monetizing,  asset is an 

increasingly important value driver. The effective 

handling of an organization’s environmental, 

social, governance and digital footprint is thus 

critical for sustainable value preservation and 

creation. 

Company strategies that wish to spur the 

planet, its people, progress and the protection 

and added-value of data, should ideally focus 

on capital allocations that enhance such 

discourses. Radom Network uniquely offers 

a solution that incorporates all these merits 

by allowing for both value creation and value 

preservation. 

Going forward, Radom Network will be 

continuously working to build the monetizing 

nexus between the analogue and digital world 

to benefit organisations and individuals around 

the globe in an ESD&D enhancing manner.
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The deployment of Radom’s blockchain solution to support sustainability, either directly or indirectly.

Annex

Radom Network’s use cases are countless in number and boundless in potential. Taking an 

ESG&D lens in conjunction with sustainability, Radom Network may lend itself to spur several 

Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs), including:

Radom Network and its range of solutions can enable and enhance (financial) inclusion, 

 while mitigating inequality. 

Radom Network may maximise accountability and trust through its very infrastructural characteristics. 

Proper data stewardship is an integral component for 

enhancing all other goals. Radom Network, by its very nature, 

intrinsically spurs secure and accountable datafication while 

enriching data stewardship.
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